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In this
contrary

case the accused

charged

with the offence of theft

to section 272 of the Penal Code Chapter

87 of the Laws of Zambia.

The particulars

person

stands

being that on the 5th March 20 I 7 he at Lusaka in the Lusaka

District of the Lusaka

Province of the Republic of Zambia did steal a bicycle

valued at K1, 200 the property of Lewis Mwewa.
When called upon to plead he denied the charge. Thereafter,

I entered plea of

not guilty.
I warn myself from the outset

that the onus lies on the prosecution

to prove

their case beyond all reasonable

doubt and there is no onus on the accused

person

Accused

to prove his innocence.

person

is entitled

to give and call

evidence or say nothing at all. If he elect to remain silent this does not affect
the burden on the prosecution.

If after considering

all the evidence in this case

there is doubt created in my mind as to the guilt of the accused
shall be resolved in favour of the accused
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persons.

person, this

•

I must state aptly that the standard
reasonable

of proof in criminal

doubt. This has been held in a number

cases is beyond all

of judicial precedents.

One

such is the case of Mwewa Murono .v. The People (2004) 206 where the
Supreme

Court

reasonable

held that;

"The standard

of proof

must

be beyond

all

doubt."

The offence as provided for under section 272 of the Penal Code Chapter 87 of
the Laws of Zambia is as follows;
"Any person

who steals

anything

capable

of being stolen is guilty

felony termed 'theft', and, unless owing to the circumstances
or the nature of the thing stolen some other punishment

of the

of the theft

is provided,

is

liable to imprisonment for five years."
On the other hand section 265 (1) of the same act provides that"

A person who

fraudulently and without claim of right takes anything capable of being stolen,
or fraudulently

converts to the use of any person other than the general or

special owner thereof anything capable of being stolen, is said to steal that
thing.
In order for the accused to be found guilty of the above charge, the prosecution
must satisfy me with each and every ingredient of the offence being;
1. That the accused fraudulently
2. That in so acting

took something

3. That in so acting fraudulently
of any other person

capable
converted

other the special

4. That accused had the intention

a claim of right

and without

of being stolen
that

thing

or

to the use

owner.

to deprive the owner permanently.

5. That accused person had no claim of right.
The state

in this matter

recalled that at around

called 2 witnesses.

PWI was Lewis Mwewa who

13 hours on Sunday

5th March 2017, he was in Old

Kanyama, Banda area at a tavern with his friend Chibesa with a bicycle when
they both decided to make a stop at Belita's mother's place where PW1 decided
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to leave his bike leaning against the Mukwela or guava tree.
mountain

The bicycle was a

one, black in colour and that whilst it was packed by the tree PWI

the accused

came and approached

him whether

he could be allowed to play

with it but PWI refused so did Belita's mum, however when PWI had forgotten
about the accused's
and started
cigarettes

request

the accused

went back again and got his bicycle

riding it with the ploy that

he only

wanted

to go buy some

so PW1 asked if he was coming back then Chibesa responded

on his

behalf that he will definitely bring it back but he never did up-to date. This
therefore prompted

PWI to have the matter

reported

the same day but the accused was not apprehended

to the Police station on

until the 29th March 2017.

PWI knew the accused as Michael but he later came to learn about his other
name of George Michael at the police station.
PWI

identified

the

accused

in the

dock and

that

the

bicycle was

never

recovered as the accused allegedly sold it in Eastern province and there was no
claim of right which the accused had over the charged property.
In cross-examination

PWI told the court that the accused

allegedly sold it in Chipata

to a charcoal burner

got his bicycle and

by the name of Mumba and

that PWI and the accused had been friends for a long time.
Re-examination.
PW2 was Roomy Nasilele who recalled been on duty

on 29th March 2017 from

08 hrs to 16hrs at Kanyama Police Station where he in the capacity of Police
Officer was
mountain

allocated

a docket

of theft

where

PWI

complained

that

his

bike was stolen by a known person. The said bike was valued at

KI200 and the said known person now accused was already in custody.
PWI interviewed the accused and he said that he got the bicycle and sold it to
a Mr. Chibesa

but

the said Chibesa

was brought

in for questioning

and

interviewed in the presence of the accused but he refused to have had anything
to do with the bike.
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After the interviews PW2 later made up his mind to charge the accused for the
subject offence and under warn and caution statement

administered

in Nyanja

the accused gave a free and voluntary reply denying the charge thus detained
pending court process.
In Cross Examination

PW2 told the court that he interviewed Chibesa in front

of the accused, he agreed to have sold the bicycle in Petauke and that Chibesa
didn't go with him.
There was nil in Re-examination.
That marked the close of the accused case and the accused was found with a
case to answer, accordingly put on his defence and he elected sworn evidence
and called no other witnesses.
OWI was the accused himself George Tembo who told the court that on the 5th
March, 2017 he was picked by PWl's wife and taken to the police that he had
stolen PWI 's bic ycle. He had no idea about the said stole bicycle when he was
apprehended,

taken to the police where he was beaten later brought to court.

In cross examination

OWl told the court that he knew the mother to Belita but

he couldn't confirm that he was drunk on the day of events and he was merely
passing through

there when he was unfortunately

apprehended

for theft. He

didn't even know PW1 hence was at a loss and couldn't challenge the evidence
even though he knew it was important.
OWI recalled that PW2 told the court that he got the bicycle and that he sold it
to Chipata but it was not true that he sold the bicycle.
This marked the close of the defence case.
This was the gist of the evidence before me, considering
found that the following facts are not in dispute;

the whole evidence, I

That the mountain

bicycle

valued at K1200 belonged to PWI and that it was seen been taken by the
accused

person. The accused

sold the said bicycle in Eastern
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Province. The

accused

person was a known person to PWI and that the accused

he could only ride it but disappeared
The facts in dispute

are whether

first asked if

for good.
the accused

didn't

know PWI or anything

about the bicycle.
Having established
a question

that

the facts, I now apply the said facts to the law. I ask myself
did the

evidence in this matter

accused

is tending

person

commit

the

alleged

to implicate the accused

the one who stole the bicycle belonging to PWl.
is direct evidence from PW 1 that the accused

offence.

person,

The

that he is

What evidence is there? There

took his mountain

bike with the

pretense

that he will bring it back but went for good and allegedly sold it in

Chipata

the evidence which was confirmed by PW2 who added that in fact the

accused

also admitted

to stealing and selling it in Chipata,

the evidence which

went unchallenged.
If the accused
something

story is to go by it appears

unfounded

that he was arrested

for

he didn't know about and that he and PWI don't even know each

other in that there is no independent

evidence to confirm his claim.

At this point there are no gaps for this court to fill that any other person other
than the accused
confirmed
without

that

a just

stole the bicycle from PWI worth K1200 and it has also been
there

cause

is no possibility
because

that

the accused

PWI can implicate
was a person

long time and that they conversed on that momentous

known to him for a

day.

Having stated the above the court is satisfied that the accused
capable of being stolen, he fraudulently

Eastern

for the accused

Province furthermore

took something

converted it to its own use other than

the special owner alas PWI and the intention
as there was no intention

the accused

was to deprive PWI permanently

to return

there was neither

the bike after he sold it in

an honest

belief of bona fide

claim of right nor bona fide claim of right to the charged property as espoused
in Andine Ali Tembo v the People (2011) "The defence of bon fide claim of
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right is not confined to those cases where an accused person believes the
property in question was his or has become his; it is applicable also in
those cases where the accused has a bona fide belief that he has the
right to keep, or deal with somebody's property."
Having lend the bench
reasonable
(1935)

doubt

AC 462

mark above the state has proved their case beyond

as the court is satisfied
that

as per Woolmington

V the

DPP

"Throughout the web of criminal law one golden

thread is always to be seen that it is the duty of the prosecution to prove
the accused guilt .... If at the end if and on the whole case, there is a
reasonable doubt, created by the evidence given by either the prosecution
or the accused. If the prosecution has not made out the case the accused
is entitled to an acquittal.
Consequently
contrary

I find the accused

guilty as charged

to Section 272 of the Penal Code, Chapter

consequently

for the offence of theft

87 of the Laws of Zambia,

I convict him accordingly.

DELIVERED IN OPEN COURT ON

Il'"

d~

DAY OF ..•..... 2017.

IRA WITHIN 14 DAYS
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